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22. PREPARING FOR THE AGM 

 

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) is a very important part of the Executive Committee’s responsibilities. 

 

As an incorporated body it is a requirement under legislation to hold an AGM annually. The AGM provides 

clarity and transparency to the members of the organisation, and is used to review the year’s achievements 

and financial position. It is also the time to rejuvenate the organisation through the engagement of other 

members into key elected positions. 

 

   Remember 

 

• Check your constitution to find out when the AGM needs to be held. 

• Most importantly, the Executive should try and make the AGM a positive experience where people 

go away firmly committed to the organisation and its goals for the year ahead. 

 

Preparation for an AGM 

 

The AGM is one of the key duties of the Secretary of the organisation, with assistance from the rest of the 

committee.  It is important, that everybody in the organisation knows who is responsible. 

 

Date 

 

The date of your AGM will depend on what is written in the Association Constitution (Rules).  The rules 

should outline when the AGM is to be held by.  The date of the AGM should remain relatively consistent 

each year as this provides solid continuity for planning and financial reporting. 

 

Advertisement 

 

As an incorporated association, the legislative requirement is to inform the members of the upcoming AGM 

by a minimum of 14 days before it is held. (Check your Rules for notice period of AGM notice).   

 

There are various options to advertise the notice of the AGM date, this could be in the organisation 

newsletter, email communication to all members, or a notice placed on a notice board. 

 

Officer Bearers and Committee 

 

Try to confirm prior to the meeting which members of the current executive will be re-nominating and who 

will be resigning. 

 

Do not wait for the AGM to seek nominations for the committee.  It is a good idea to be on the lookout 

throughout the year for suitable people to assist in the running of the organisation.  

 

It is an advantage to have approached people who are willing to fill these committee positions prior to the 

meeting however also remember that there may be people who come forward at the meeting itself. 

 

Most importantly try to ensure that there are enough good nominations to fill the available positions. 

 

Auditor 

 

A preliminary obligation of Associations is to present the annual financial statements to members at the 

AGM. The Treasurer should be preparing monthly reports for committee meetings, so it should make it 

easier to prepare the financial statements at the end of the year. 
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The Treasurer should have organised an external audit of the association accounts, this should have been 

done well in advance of the AGM date.  The Auditor should also have been informed of the date of the 

AGM. 

 

It is also required to have a nomination ready for the position of the next year’s auditor to be approved at 

the AGM. 

 

  Remember 

 

• Make sure the notice to Members is in accordance or the organisation rules, and it is also a good 

idea to invite life members, representatives from other associations, local politicians and other 

stakeholders of the Association to the AGM. 

 

Documents required for the AGM 

 

Prior to the AGM, the Executive Committee needs to prepare the following documents and send them out 

to all members and office bearers in advance of the meeting including: 

 

• Audited Financial statements 

• Annual Report 

The organisation’s annual report must contain the accounts, and should also contain: 

o a summary of the year’s activities; 

o a record of the year’s achievements; 

o a preview of what is planned for the next year; 

o a restatement of the organisation’s vision. 

• Agenda for meeting 

• Minutes – these are the relevant minutes from the previous AGM, NOT the previous Committee 

meeting. 

• A position description for all executive and committees roles so that members are aware of the 

possible time commitments required for each position. 

 

  Remember 

 

• It is important to understand the processes for running the AGM which are contained in your rules.  

This will include how much notice is required to give the members of the meeting what information 

is to be provided to the members prior to the meeting, and what exactly defines a meeting quorum 

and all voting rules. 

 

Motions 

 

At the AGM meeting, motions must be moved: 

 

• to accept the minutes of the last AGM; 

• to approve the Chairperson’s report (Annual Report); 

• to approve the Treasurer’s report (Audited Financial Statements). 

 

Motions must be seconded, and a vote taken (this is generally a show of hands). 
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Nominations 

 

Nominations must be called for from the floor for Executive Office bearers including the President, Vice 

President, Secretary and Treasurer. These are legislative requirements and must be filled along with other 

Committee Members. 

 

Democratic principles apply to this process, if there is more than one nomination for any position then an 

election must be held. This election can be through a show of hands or by a secret ballot system. 

 

Special Procedural Provisions 

 

The only special procedural provisions at an AGM are that: 

 

• the quorum may be different (consult your constitution or model rules); 

• if the position of President is being contested, the President should stand down from the Chair 

during the election and be replaced by an acting President specially elected just for the period of 

the election. This should be someone who is not standing for the position. 

 

After the AGM 

 

Documentation 

 

The minutes should be written up shortly after the meeting. These minutes and any necessary 

documentation (e.g. the new executive committee details and audited accounts) should be sent through 

the Office of Fair trade. 

 

Handover 

 

Outgoing office bearers should hand over the operations to the new person, together with all documents, 

rubber stamps, bank details etc.  Outgoing officers should also give their successors briefings describing key 

processes and current priorities and challenges.  If possible, provide a handover pack for each position. 

 

Accounts and Banks 

 

If any of the people who are outgoing from the Committee are signatories to the organisation’s bank 

account, have the necessary forms on hand so that the new signatories can be authorised after the 

meeting. 

  


